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ABSTRACT
In this mad cryptocurrency world it is hard if
not impossible to find a stable coin that holds
real life value. The volatility of
cryptocurrencies in general is absurd at
times and a reason for investors to look
elsewhere for things to invest in. The goal of
this project is to provide a stable and secure
coin with fast transactions and low
transaction fees for a project with a real use
case.
This paper details the vision of the Secure
Cloud team and the features and function of
our SCN coin. We will present to you a
description of our process so far and what
we aim to do going forward.

The Secure Cloud Net Team
https://www.securecloudnet.org/
admin@securecloudnet.org
V1 December 2018.
Secure Cloud Net.
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INTRODUCTION
Since the now mythical date of January 3rd
2009 marking Bitcoins launch we have seen
an unprecedented interest in all things related
to cryptocurrency and the blockchain
technology. And since the inception of the
system of masternodes was first
implemented by DASH, the cryptocurrency
space has seen what can only be described
as a frenzy of interest in and around the
masternode coin ecosystem.
Investors seem to be attracted to the fact that
masternodes allow anyone holding a specified
balance of a particular coin, to collateralize
their coins and use them to earn a passive
income. Masternodes are full nodes that act as
distributed servers on Peer-to-Peer blockchain
networks. They are compensated from a block
reward for storing, validating and sharing the
Blockchain while also providing higher tier
services like privacy-oriented coin mixing,
instant transactions and executing voting
rights over allocation of treasury capital.
To run a masternode and get that passive
income from masternode rewards you need to
have the masternode running in the blockchain
network 24/7. One easy way to assure this
is to set it up through a Virtual Private Server
from a cloud service provider. Most cloud
service providers take a high fee for their
services and might not offer the best overall
solution for a masternode owner.

Proof of stake is one of the consensus
algorithm used by cryptocurrencies to validate
blocks. It is the underlying technology SCN
uses to validate the blocks on our network.
The main advantages of proof of stake are
energy efficiency and security. In a proof of
stake system, the creator of the next block is
determined by a randomized system that is, in
part, dictated by how much of that
cryptocurrency a user is holding or, in some
cases, how long they have been holding that
particular currency. Instead of
computational power as is the case in proof of
work, the probability of creating a block and
receiving the associated rewards is
proportional to a user’s holding of the
underlining token or cryptocurrency on the
network.
The main advantage of proof of stake, over a
system such as proof of work, is that it uses
considerably less energy and as a result is
more cost effective. It is well documented that
each Bitcoin transaction, which uses a proof of
work system, can require as much
electricity as a country. This is both ineffective
and unsustainable.
Before we dig into the details of our Secure
Cloud Net coin and project you can learn more
of the basics of blockchain and cryptocurrency
from the following visualizations.

With Secure Cloud Net we offer a way for both
the masternode owners and the cloud service
provider to gain even more from the
partnership. Secure Cloud Net will be a link
between the cryptocurrency space and the
cloud service providers.
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BLOCKCHAIN
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BLOCKCHAIN HISTORY
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HOW IT WORKS
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...HOW IT WORKS
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WHAT IS SECURE CLOUD NET?
Secure Cloud Net (SCN) is a decentralized and unique cryptocurrency coin that will be used to
purchase cloud services from a network of cloud service providers.

WHY INVEST?
Our philosophy at Secure Cloud Net is that purchasing a SCN coin is holding something of value.
We will back the SCN coin with the service provided by using a “Request of Service Agreement”
within a project called Reverse Future Contract. This is our way of making this into a solid and
good long term investment. To acquire the needed services we can make partnership with a cloud
service provider and act as the reseller of their services.
To do this we offer 5% of our total supply, that is 800 000 SCN coins to give to our partners as a
way of offering them an incentive. So if you want a secure, stable and effective cryptocurrency to
invest in with a real life use case Secure Cloud Net is the coin for you!
By backing Secure Cloud Net with the services provided the market will reward the value of the
coin by what the cost of that service will be. Investors purchasing SCN coins would benefit from
a reasonable Return of Investment (ROI) through masternodes (MN), wallet staking (PoS), and
locking SCNs in a Request of Service Agreement. Each masternode (w/ collateral of 1200 SCNs)
shares 85% of the block reward and staking shares 10% of the block reward, the remaining 5%
will go to the development of SCN and the listing on future exchanges and will be allocated to the
treasury.
The locking of coins within a Request of Service Agreement is our most valuable asset in that the
cost of these request are at least over 50% discount of the general cost of cloud services and with
the added value that at any time that the coin monetary value drops below a value making the use
of masternodes unprofitable because of the cost of VPS service, it would benefit the investor to
purchase the coin and lock it away to request the very service that we will be providing in the not
too distant future.
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SPECIFICATIONS
COIN SPEC
SecureCloudNet

Coin Name

SCN

Ticker

Quark

Algorithm
Max Supply

16 000 000 SCN

Block Time

60 seconds

Block Reward Structure

85%mn 10%pos 5%treasury
1 hour

Staking Maturity

6

Minimum Confirmations
P2P Port

9191

RPC Port

9192

Masternode Collateral

1200 SCN
1 250 000 SCN

Premine

Block Reward Structure
Block 0 - 200:
Block 201 - 129 600:
Block 129 601 - 259 200:
Block 259 201 +:

13 000 SCN (Swap coins)
2.5 SCN
1.25 SCN
0.5 SCN

The Secure Cloud Net blockchain is an
enegy-efficient blockchain, operating on a
Proof-of-Stake consensus mechanism and
will make use of a system of masternodes.
The exact specifications are found on the
left.
Our coin is a fork from PIVX v2.2. The Quark
algorithm that SCN is based on consist of 9
levels of encryption by six different
cryptographic algorithms. It has a 64-bit
protection and has very low power
consumption.
In other words it is ideal for a masternode
coin you want to run through a VPS as Quark
does not demand a large amount of RAM
either. It is a known established protocol with
a high level of securities for our investors to
take comfort in. As apparent from the
technical specification of the SCN coin we
have chosen a different route than most
masternode coins.
We will have a constant low supply and a
fairly low maximum amount of coins in our
network. Our block payout system is also set
to payout slowly over time. This will not be
another highly inflated masternode where the
supply well overcedes the demand. We aim
for a higher demand than supply of course.
It will be similar to mining gold. Slow and
steady supply. With a return on investment
on about 180% we present the investors a
realistic opportunity for a long term, stable
masternode coin with its value backed by a
use case to invest in.
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PREMINE
In this section we will explain the nature of
the premine and disclose our logic behind
the number of premine coins and the plan for
them.
What is the premine of SCN? It’s a three
folded answer. Because of the way we would
like to do this project. And because of the
swap we needed to do. Overall we have
premined a total of 2.6 million coins. The
coins to swap was included in that figure.
The official premine of SCN is set at 1 250
000 coins. 1.25 million coins. That is 7.8% of
the total supply. And on top of that we had to
premine 1.35 million coins for the swap of old
SC2 coins.
At first glance that might be considered high.
But when we explain it and go through it as
we will here it becomes more reasonable.
The swapped 1.35 million coins is already
distributed back to their owners and
investors. They go back into the general
circulation and will be put to good use by our
community mostly in the form of
masternodes and staking.
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That leaves the 1.25 million coins we needed
to premine to further the project. In
accordance with our project plan we decided
to set aside 5% of the total supply for a
potential cloud service provider to partner
with. They will receive the 5% which is 800
000 SCN coins taken from our premine when
they agree to partner with us. That leaves
the team with 450 000 SCN coins. Which
brings the percentage down to a respectable
2.81%.
This balance will be used for listings on
whatever we want and decide for, like
monitor sites, exchanges etc. It will also be
used to pay the absurdly expensive
marketing services we will need to promote
this project. Our presale was also taken from
this amount.
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TREASURY
In the block reward structure you will notice we have set aside 5% of the total payout to our
treasury. Each month Secure Cloud Net dispenses 5% of the block rewards for that month into a
superblock. This SCN is distributed to the wallets associated with treasury budget proposals which
have scored highly enough to receive a payout. Masternode owners vote Yes or No to proposals,
on the basis of one vote per masternode.
Every xxx days or so (xxx blocks) a superblock occurs and 5% of the previous month’s block
rewards are spent. All of the valid proposals which pass the threshold are ranked according to net
Yes-No score. Moving down this list, the amount of SCN associated with each proposal is
distributed to the nominated wallet, until there isn’t enough available SCN to pay the amount
requested by any of the proposals which meet the threshold, or no more proposals meet the
threshold.
Decentralized governance by the blockchain allows the community to be involved in the
decision-making regarding projects related to Secure Cloud Net. Masternodes are the main actors
in the governance process and therefore the treasury fund, and they can create new proposals
and vote yes or no on existing proposals.
Having such a Decentralized Autonomous Organization (DAO) is a homage to our loyal and
support community that has been with us through the hard times and the whole swap process that
we have gone through. Our treasury fund is also a way for us to make sure we will always have a
certain amount of funding available to further the development and promotion of this project.
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REVERSE FUTURE CONTRACTS
The key point of our whole concept is the Reverse Future Contracts system. We will explain what
it is, how it works and why we have it in this chapter.
The main goal of this project is not only to provide cloud services but to back the value of one SCN
coin with the cloud services too. To achieve this a cloud service partner has to be able to have the
capacity to provide services to all those whom would like to purchase the services with SCN.
In order for this to happen a cloud service provider and the SCN community has to create an
equilibrium between the number of services available, number of coins in circulation, price of the
SCN on the exchanges, and what price that allows the service provider to be profitable. The
platform to put this to use in the real world has already been developed and is up and running on
our website.
Here we will present the basic idea of the concept behind our Reverse Future Contract system.
The following are the means to create the equilibrium to make this work:
Coin Circulation:
SCN has been created with the mindset of low circulation goal, with its low max coinage of 16
million coins and low pay out of each block. However, as of January 2019 the total number of SCN
in circulation is currently at 2.8 million coins.
This large number of coins will have to be controlled in the following matter: The 800,000 SCN
that are used as partnership stakes must be used wisely by the SCN development team and when
turned over to a partnership, must be sold into the market only when a mature market for a SCN
has been achieved. This mature market would be able to absorb these SCN without a significant
decline in prices.
To remove coins from circulation the Reverse Future Contract’s community request for service
agreement locks SCN into a future request of services. This agreement prepays for services that
the cloud service provider is obligated to provide for the next five years. Its two goals is to reduce
coins in circulation and set a fixed price of a SCN with the backing of cloud services.
As of January 2019 the masternodes have removed over 730 000 SCN from circulation,
however there is a need to create an incentive for masternodes to continue to keep the coins in
the form of a masternode, when higher SCN prices are achieved.
Incentivize masternodes ownership beyond just receiving block rewards will be created by
providing a shared profits from the sell of cloud services. Each service that is sold beyond the RFC
service will be shared with each masternode owner.
The partnership would need to endure a low to no profit period to remove coins from circulation.
As part of any new business or expansion there needs to be a certain amount of capital expense
to create additional future value. This expense is in the form of cloud services that needs to be
sold in SCN to decrease the total available supply of circulating SCN in the market.
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...REVERSE FUTURE CONTRACTS
Which at this point creates a considerable investors demand within the exchanges.
A total of around 250,000 SCN would need to be removed from the circulation, which is equivalent
to 10,000 months of $5 vps services. These additional removals of SCN will insure that there is a
demand created on the market that the cloud service provider will be able to start selling into at a
profit.
Partner with available services:
The ideal partner for the SCN community would be a partner that already has a mature customer
base and is already profitable. And has a considerable available capacity of cloud services that
would be able to back SCN project that may take 6 months to a year to become profitable.
Exchange prices:
Investors on the exchange would only purchase a SCN if it were believed to be a profitable
endeavor. And to achieve the desire price, which is the price of the cloud service, the cloud service
provider has to advertise its prices of cloud services in SCN and not the current dollar value of an
SCN.
Why have a system as the Reverse Future Contracts?
Reverse Future Contract system (RFC) is a system that puts together an agreement created by
the community when Secure Cloud Net (SCN) coin holders lock their SCNs to a service request.
This service request is a request to create an agreement by the SCN community to a potential
provider of cloud services.
There are two parts to the service request:
Part 1: The community has set aside 800,000 SCN or 5% of the total supply of SCNs to use to
negotiate with a cloud service provider. The development team will negotiate the number of SCNs
that will be given over as a share to a provider of cloud services, as part of the service request
agreement.
Part 2: The locking of SCNs by the community in the service request itself. This service request
contains the following elements:
a.) Five years of requested services.
b.) A range of cloud services to choose from.
c.) Within each year of requested services, the services are fixed in the amount of SCN that the
cloud service will cost the individual. Except for the first year where there are several price range
in SCNs.
d.) A SCN wallet that houses the locked coins.
e.) Expiration date. This is the date all the coins will be returned to the community if no partnership
is formed.
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...REVERSE FUTURE CONTRACTS
Here are the projections that support this system.
All projections are based on a $5 Cloud Server.
1st Year 1000 Servers will be available at 25 SCN =$5 Server.
2nd Year 2000 Servers will be available at 10 SCN = $5 Server.
3rd Year 2500 Servers will be available at 5 SCN = $5 Server.
4th Year 3000 Servers will be available at 1 SCN = $5 Server.
5th Year 4000 Severs will be available at .5 SCN =$5 Server.
When the RFC is full we have a total of 750 000 SCN coins locked in the RFC system.
Following this projects the value of one SCN to $10 in five years.
The partner of our choice will at that time hold the following amount of SCN coins. 800,000 SCN
as a share from our premine. 750,000 SCN from the RFC locked coins.
This means that when the SCN coins are worth for example $10 per coin, the company we partner
with would be holding 15 million dollars worth of SCN coins.
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PLATFORM
The SCN infrastructure is where we will put our RFC to real world use. Our platform will include a
numerous different things and offer various services in time. To begin with we offer the service of
the RFC.
As seen in our roadmap we aim to include more services in our platform in the future. In time you
will find other services like web hosting, storage and other things too. The Secure Cloud Net
services will offer all the necessary things you need to for
example; run a masternode, or if you want to host a website, or when you need to store things
safely online.
Here you can see how the platform looks.
You will be able to use it via our website www.securecloudnet.org
On the following two pages you can read more about the technical aspect of the platform and see
a high level architecture diagram explaining the platform.
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...PLATFORM
The RFC platform is built using a
combination of technologies. The
backend is built in JAVA and Spring
Boot with some extra custom
security frameworks. The front end is
built on Angular JS. This makes the
Web Platform a modular SPA. In the
future we will have a mobile app for
the same platform which runs on top of
same standard backend and
integrates seamlessly. This allow us
to add another unique feature to our
Secure Cloud Net project.
In the platform the users can deposit
SCN coins to a safe SCN address and
locking their coins against possible
contracts and earn rewards as per the
agreements.
The platform comprises of a three-tier
modular solution to ensure users we
have a scalable and robust
architecture. To make sure the users
funds are always safe and secure we
further have a custom security
framework layer built on top of the
software.
Having a separate API layer gives the
platform possibility of integrating with
third parties, which is ideal for our
cause and plans. With a separate API
layer other developers can create apps
too, or use our API’s to use our partner
cloud services in future.
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...PLATFORM
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THE TEAM
The Secure Cloud Net team is a big team
with experience in lots of different areas.
That allows us to use a big network of
contacts and expertise. Overall the team
includes 12 persons from 10 nations! This is
not a project lead by one solo developer who
controls everything. We are a community
driven project with a core team that executes
what the community wants. It does require
leaders but we do things like the ancient
greeks. Our form of political system is a
direct democracy. Having such a broad
network and many branches to collect the
fruit from our tree of knowledge can only act
as a strength for the project. Our core time is
set up in the following way:

Our three administrators and Co-Founders
are:

We have a total of 3 project managers who
are the Co-founders of the project. We have
4 developers which offers us a broad range
of skills and expertise in different areas. Our
marketing branch includes two people with
different approaches and focus areas. We
also have one advisor with a broad
experience and knowledge of blockchain and
development.

TheWatcher:
The 21 year old is an electrical engineering
student with a strong background in
programing, and also helps out on the
development side as well as provide ideas
and support to this wonderful community.

William Mjåtvedt aka MasterWilliam:
32 years, from Norway. Work as a teacher.
Long experience in crypto and masternodes.
Mined his first BTC back in 2010. A desire
to find a stable coin to get a steady income
from inspired him to take part in this project.
Jeffrey Scott Malaki aka JeffreyScott:
53 years old. Does data base management,
and run a number of masternodes. Lives in
Virginia, USA. Comes from a background of
30 years of middle management and offers a
great deal in terms of ideas and proposals.

Our team also includes two technical helpers
and moderators on our most used social
platform Discord. In this section we will
introduce the individuals in our core team.
We will present each one by their Discord
name and full names for the ones who are
comfortable with that. A total of 7 members
from our team is either KYD verified with full
names and pictures, or has public linkedin
pages for all to see. Having such a
transparent, open and public team is another
great strength of Secure Cloud Net.
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...THE TEAM
Our 4 developers are as following:
ZioFabry
Blockchain developer and main dev. 47
years old, from Italy. Works as IT
Manager for a ISP/Telco company, more
than 30 year of experience in development of
complex system for the Telco Industries
using every kind of programming language
on a wide range of operative system, DBA,
datacenter design&management,
virtualization, and so on. Since 3 year
particularly active in the crypto world
approaching every kind of related project like
mining, masternode code (handling more
then 350 masternode), wallet design,
trading bot, smartcontract and more.
Several crypto-project have requested the
help of Fabrizio to carry out their work.
Currently is starting-up a new company to
build several Green Mining Farms inside the
HydroPower Stations using a new FPGA
Technologies.

Nicolas Meienberger aka Nicolas:
Nicolas is from Switzerland and is an
applications developer. He is the guy behind
the masternode app NodeVault among other
things. He will create our mobile wallets for
iOs and Android in Q2 2019.
Jorge Meneses aka )V(utante:
From Santiago, Chile. Entrepreneur and
owner of a software engineer company.
Jorge has experience in BPM technologies,
VPS, KVM, VMWare, VirtualBOX, C++, Java,
Shell. Oracle BD, WebLogic, Tomcat, Jboss,
Application Server Java in general Linux,
Unix and AIX.

Rick North aka RickNRoller:
Our web developer and designer is 34 years
old from South Africa, studied and worked
in the IT infrastructure space for the last 12
years filling various roles from server/network
management to SQL database management/
business process automation/basic
programming etc. Now currently work in
media at a digital marketing company
building websites, creating digital content like
graphic design, videography and
photography. Will bring assistance to the
project in terms of designs/promotional
media and website management at this
stage. Have a strong background in
project planning and implementation and
being involved in helping companies identify
processes and systems then sourcing and
rolling out platforms to improve their
workflow.
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...THE TEAM
Our 3 marketing people are:
Jack:
Jack is from Miami, USA and is 34 years old.
He works for a huge cruise company as the
Marketing Analytics lead. He has been into
crypto and mining since 2012 and is
currently also working with LGS, Qtum and
SHND for a multiple side projects. Jack
offers a big network with big IT firms in
Silicon Valley and is currently trying to push
his own employer towards blockchain!
Awolesi Gideon aka Coinvasity:
Based in New York and offers a lot in term of
exposure for this project. He has a massive
twitter following and a big facebook group.
He writes articles to publish on steemit for his
many followers there too. Gideon have been
a blogger for the past 5 years and switched
to crypto blogging two years ago. He went
fully into crypto marketing last year and over
the past year has worked with and
successfully marketed over 15 crypto
projects. Currently he also runs a crypto
website which will implement masternode
monitoring.
Sindjica
I am from Serbia. I work as marketing
manager & consultant for 5 years. I have
a lot of experience in marketing outside of
crypto. Ive been in the crypto world for three
years already. I used to be a trader, but I fully
switched to crypto marketing in 2017.
In Q4 of 2018 I founded a Crypto
Advertising Platform called Genateq, with
two more marketing experts.
We have big social media accounts: Twitter,
Discord Group, Instagram and of course, the
website.
So far we have around 30 satisfied clients
that finally got the attention & exposure they
deserved.
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We are still quite young as a team & platform
and we are ready to help SecureCloudNet
project to grow.
Our advisor is Maik Broemme aka
Babyface:
He is one of the most well respected and
knowledgeable developers in the industry.
He works as a senior program manager at a
big cloud storage company in Germany and
also has his own unique cryptocurrency coin.
He has a strong background and large
network in the hosting industry as he worked
10 years in the field and for numerous
international software companies for another
10 years. Field of expertise is program
management for virtualization and storage.
For now he is on our team as an advisor but
we would be honored if he would one day
help out on the development side of this as
well.
Our two technical helpers and moderators
are:
Maik:
Maik is a well known and respected figure in
many masternode communities and projects.
He is from Holland and brings a vast
experience in masternode setup and helping.
Matricea:
A 37 years old crypto enthusiast from
Romania. Have experience in several areas
like Virtualization, Linux/Unix, PM and
mining. Involved in several crypto projects.
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ROADMAP
Q4 2018

Q1 2019
Major marketing campaigns.
Facebook page.
Add Secure Cloud Storage in platform.
Decentralized Content Delivery Network.
Look for service provider as partner which has
whitelabel/reseller product.

Q2 2019
Mobile wallets for iOS and Android.
Payment gateway to connect SCN with reseller APIs
from service providers.
Add one partner in the hosting service.

Q3 2019
Integrate coin with big cloud service provider.
Full version of platform.
List on bigger exchanges.
List on CoinMarketCap.
Whitepaper v2.

Q4 2019
Participating in blockchain and
cryptocurrency conferences.
List on WorldCoinIndex.com.
List on CryptoCompare.com.
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ABOUT THE ROADMAP
Our roadmap reflects the goals we aim to
achieve with this project. The best way to
secure that is by a slow and steady growth.
With realistic workflow and goals. In the
coming years we aim to establish Secure
Cloud Net as a big and well established
cloud service provider and reseller offering
services like VPS, web hosting and storage
options. In this section we will detail the
points from our roadmap.
As evident from our work already we have
done most of the things in our roadmap for
Q4 2018 already. We created a new discord,
telegram and twitter channel to reach and
communicate with our investors and
community members. We have our new
website up and running and a very positive
looking bitcointalk announcement page. Our
new blockchain and coin is doing fine and we
have finished the swap process. Our
wallets are out and recently updated to be
even more secure and smooth.
We did a presale before we listed on the
exchange CryptoBridge. CryptoBridge is
our main exchange until we can list on even
bigger exchanges within 2019. We secured
listings on many other sites and platforms as
well. The biggest masternode monitor site
Masternodes.Online listed us on
November 24th 2018 and that concluded our
listing frenzy for now. You can also find SCN
on many other monitor sites like Blockfolio
and Delta, and masternode hosting sites like
Apollon and HostMasternode. We started
bounty campaigns on our forums to create
more awareness about this project. Three of
our core team members got KYD verified in
December.

Our plans going forward from this is as
follows:
For the first quarter of 2019 we aim to start
major marketing campaigns to gather even
more investors and get more exposure. We
will also create a facebook page with our
information. In terms of development we aim
to add our Secure Cloud Storage feature
to our already published platform. It will be
part of our decentralized content delivery
network. Here our customers can store their
documents and files in a secure safe way on
our cloud. We plan to allow our customers to
upload their documents from programs like
Word or Open Office, and PDF files and
other file formats. It is a massive need for
such a service for officials, statesmen,
corporations, schools, etc. Anyone who
needs to store their documents quickly in a
safe and encrypted way need a better way
of doing that. SCN will provide that. We have
already secured the first pilot school to test
this part of our service once it is out.
We will also aim to secure a partnership with
a service provider which has whitelabel/
reseller product. In doing so we secure a way
of having access to all the servers we need
to run the services we will offer.
Moving on to the second quarter of 2019 we
will have our mobile wallets for both Android
and iOs published. We will also add another
partner in the hosting service to secure more
servers for our customers. Payment gateway
to connect SCN with reseller APIs from service providers will come if we need it too.

And since you are reading this our
whitepaper must have been published too!
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...ABOUT THE ROADMAP
In Q3 2019 we aim to integrate our coin even
more with big cloud service providers. By this
point we need to have a solid volume to our
coin. The full version of our platform will be
released at this point too, with all the offered
services ready for you to take full advantage
of. All these points intertwine with each other
and by this time we hope the situation allows
us to list on bigger exchanges and on
Coinmarketcap.com.
We also will do a revision of our whitepaper
and will update certain things in it.
The last quarter of 2019 we hope we will be
accepted on some blockchain and
cryptocurrency conferences. By participating
there we will show even more commitment
and promote our project for our community
and investors.
We will also add some listings on sites such
as worldcoinindex and cryptocompare.com.
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
Secure Cloud Net is a community takeover of the old SC2 coin which came from developers who
are no longer involved and thus the SC2 coin is on its way of been delisted on exchanges and
monitor sites.
Our new Secure Cloud Net project is the result of the community takeover process from the old
SC2. The majority of our big team came from the SC2 community and thus we hold our loyal
community at high regard and include them in the process when we can. The one good thing
coming from the SC2 project was a great community around it, especially on discord. We all feel
that community deserves a better project than what they had and therefor we are doing this. We
aim for SCN to be one of the biggest masternode coins with a stable and good price to offer our
loyal community a safe way of investing in cryptocurrencies.
We started the process of the takeover back in September 2018. In accordance with the remaining
community from the SC2 project we landed a rough plan and aim for the new project. In October
2018 we did community votes on some of the specifics to our new coin and what to do next. We
agreed on the main points of having a low supply and unique coin to fit our main purpose.
We had a swap that lasted for 3 days from October 21st to 24th 2018. A short but intense swap
window that gave us 86% of the current circulating supply of the old SC2 coins. Our new shiny
coin was let loose in the real world November 1st 2018. That’s our genesis block...our version of
January 3rd 2009.
Since the release of the new SCN wallets on November 1st people have received their new SCN
coins in a swap ratio of 10:1. We managed to do most of the points of our roadmap for Q4 2018
within the first month since the start and are off to a great start to this project.
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CONTACT AND LINKS
Website: https://www.securecloudnet.org/
Github: https://github.com/securecloudnet/SecureCloud
Wallets: https://github.com/securecloudnet/SecureCloud/releases
Explorer: http://explorer.securecloudnet.org:3001/
Discord: https://discord.gg/HQPV2qd
Telegram: https://t.me/securecloud
Twitter: https://twitter.com/SecureCloudnet
Email: admin@securecloudnet.org
CryptoBridge: https://wallet.crypto-bridge.org/market/BRIDGE.SCN_BRIDGE.BTC
Masternodes.Online: https://masternodes.online/currencies/SCN/
BTC donation address: 3PVP7pb4mAmtBwjca1BkPegGBsjdatZoJr
SCN donation address: sXPohV4d7yae3MSPcRbctm9nnnecF9idGj.
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